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A revolutionary 
new method. 

After years of experience in using lightweight building panels, 
General Builder and Founder of EcoEnergySystems®, Dean 
Dempster, believed there must be a better way to produce 
the panels.

The major disadvantage was in the way the panels were 
manufactured. They simply weren’t made well enough to 
fully live up to expectations ……. The expectations of 
builders, designers, architects and home owners.

So Dean decided to address the issue by designing 
and manufacturing his own unique panels. And 
so EcoEnergySystems® was born. What makes 
EcoEnergySystems® different is the way in which the core 
polystyrene is prepared and coated with up to four different 
acrylic bonding and weatherproofing layers.

Each part of the process uses only the very finest products 
and processes, ensuring the integrity of every panel that 

bears the EcoEnergySystems® name.

EcoEnergySystems®

It’s EESY®

Lightweight building panels are not a new idea. But 
EcoEnergySystems® has developed a new product, 
driven by a new manufacturing process. The result is 
a strong, attractive, durable and tough panel, with all 
the advantages that come with lightweight building 
panels.

Now, EcoEnergySystems® has advanced the concept 
of lightweight building panels significantly resulting 
in advantages that include:

energy efficiency•	
environmental responsibility•	
ease of handling and installation•	
speed of construction•	
flexibility of design•	
high impact resistance•	
low combustibility•	
barrier to rodents and insects due to the panels •	
having absolutely no food value

EcoEnergy® panels also have a transformative effect on the look of a 
property. Not only does the EcoEnergy® front fence add to the privacy 

of this house, it also enhances the street appeal.

The creative way in which the panels can be used is greatly enhanced by 
their strength. There are almost no limits to the flexibility of design that 

can be achieved, as shown with planter boxes, feature wall and benches.



Tech Specs.
Each EcoEnergy®  panel is made from the proprietary 
EcoEnergySystems® method and made in the company’s 
Camden Park, South Australia, premises.

Each EcoEnergy® panel starts with M grade expanded 
polystyrene (EPS). The first stage is the application of quality 
fibreglass mesh to the EPS and the unique way in which it is 
bonded to the core using EESyShield™ (a specially formulated 
fully acrylic impact coat).

Any panels that will be in close proximity to the ground are 
factory fitted with specially designed moisture caps.

The result is that what leaves the factory is a revolutionised 
panel. An then, on-site, the revolution continues.

Each panel is fixed into position using Class 3 screws and 
World Class washers, engineered for Exterior Insulating & 
Finishing Systems (EIFS).

Once installed, pre-meshed aluminium angles are applied to 
all external corners, window and door reveals etc to ensure 
strong, clean and accurate edges.

200mm wide adhesive-backed mesh is applied to all vertical 
and horizontal joins thus ensuring the strength of each join.

Next, all washers, angles and meshed joins are flushed over 
with a full coat of EESyTough™ and EESyWall™. 

Whilst this coat is still damp, another skim coat of EESyWall™ 
and EESyTough™ is applied and floated to a flat finish over 
the entire project. This ensures the integrity of each panel 
is maintained and through the effect of surface tension, the 
panels are virtually and powerfully ‘locked-up.’

A tinted, acrylic texture coat is the next application and 
finally an acrylic silicon modified paint is applied to create the 
desired look – and to delight the client.

EcoEnergySystems® EcoEnergy® panels come in standard 
widths of 1200mm, with standard thicknesses of 50mm, 
75mm or 100mm. However, our manufacturing process can 
accommodate a variety of other thicknesses.

EcoEnergy® panel lengths vary, depending on the end-use 
application. Residential panels are 5000mm and fencing 
panels are 2400mm, though with both, we can also 
accommodate variations in length.

The installation is critical to the successful life of each panel 
and excellent workmanship is necessary.

Once completed, EcoEnergySystems® achieves a thermal 
insulation value of R2.0 - R2.5. If Heat Reflective Silicon 
Modified paint is also applied as a sealer coat (and depending 
on colour selected), an additional equivalent insulation value 
of up to R4.5 can be achieved.

The durability of the panels is such that even water features are no problem, nor are pool surrounds. Again 
the flexibility of EcoEnergy® panels allows for creative applications resulting in a first-class feature.

Capable of adaptation to a wide variety of settings and applications, this new extension has been achieved through the use of EcoEnergy® 
panels, to perfectly match the existing walling, texture and colour. Even the robust conditions of beach frontage are no problems.



EcoEnergy® Lightweight Building Panels 
significantly increase the design creativity and 

finish quality of any building project.

For a more detailed explanation of our panels and 
where to view our current projects, 

call Dean Dempster on (08) 8376 6503.

STRONGER • TOUGHER • GUARANTEED
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EcoEnergySystems® 
Office & Factory: Unit 1 / 135 Mooringe Avenue, Camden Park, SA 5038

Phone: (08) 8376 6503   Fax: (08) 8376 2220   Email: admin@ecoenergypanels.com.au 


